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More information is better
One thing canvassers might remember is that voters ‘are free-thinking individuals who can change our
minds if we hear a better argument’, says Claire Fox
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e know political parties are
interested in spinning their own
messages but, dare I say it, some
are playing more fast and loose with the
truth than usual. A classic of the genre is the
Liberal Democrats, whose election leaflets
quoted a partial headline about the party’s
success in a by-election in Wales, attributed
to the Guardian – when the original author
of the words was its own leader, Jo Swinson.
As such, the party has been accused of
distributing ‘misleading and irresponsible’
endorsements.
Then there is the minefield of social
media – which is often blamed for giving a
megaphone to misinformation. Labour MP
Diane Abbott’s claim that former Tory Ken
Clarke won’t vote for the Conservatives has
been retweeted over 4,000 times and liked
over 11,000 times, even though Mr Clarke
never said that.
Then there’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson
– a man hardly associated with fact-checked
accuracy. Not a day goes by without someone
bringing up the Boris bus saga.
This is nothing new – politicians have
lied, spun and twisted information for years.
But it seems we are now more obsessed
with disinformation than ever before – and
the issue has been internationalised. As an
MEP, I have spent this week at the European
Parliament’s committee on civil liberties,
justice and home affairs (LIBE) in Brussels
discussing the issue of disinformation, fake
news and ‘foreign’ interference in elections.
One headline-grabbing aspect of the
argument is the concept of Russian bots
distorting election results by disinformation.
While none of us can be complacent about
maliciously created fake news, the Russia
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theory contains an underlying assumption
that voters are gullible enough to believe
anything they read. I am not convinced. If
anything, I think the electorate today have
grown savvier and tend to query sources –
sometimes with a scepticism that verges on
cynicism – whether they come from dodgy
‘dark-net’ sources or reputable mainstream
media outlets.

Social-media platforms
are the new public square.
These platforms facilitate
new forms of grassroots
organising
I am more worried about missing
information than misinformation. While I
am not of the ‘it’s the Russians wot done it’
school of thought, I think it would have been
honourable for Number 10 to have cleared
the publication of a potentially incendiary
report examining Russian infiltration in
British politics before the election campaign
started. More information is better than less.
It is for this reason I have qualms about the
decision of Twitter chief executive officer’s
Jack Dorsey to ban all political advertising
on his platform. The pressure is now on Mark
Zuckerberg to follow suit with Facebook. But
is it that simple? Asking tech oligarchs to factcheck political advertisements increases the
expansion of corporate power into the realm
of politics.
Ever since the ballot box revolts of
2016 (from Brexit to Trump) social media

platforms have been under fire for targeted
advertising and disinformation. The reality is
– whether we like it or not – that social-media
platforms are the new public square. These
platforms facilitate new forms of grassroots
organising.
What are the motives behind the current
fears around disinformation? Putting
aside whether our current fascination with
disinformation is based on reality or paranoia,
we might ask why all political parties now
seem to think that the best method of engaging
with citizens is through personalised targeted
marketing campaigns.
Rather than dealing with groups or
individuals on an intellectual and political
basis, parties now take the lazy option of
using consumer data to create a composite
assessment of our political preferences.
As well as the breach of ethics regarding
individuals’ privacy or consent in collating
our data to develop these personal profiles,
this approach undercuts the idea of voters
as autonomous political actors who can be
persuaded and argued with.
One thing canvassers might remember
as they take to the streets or send us clever
algorithmically targeted memes is that voters
are not political types with a fixed set of
characteristics.
We are free-thinking individuals who
can change our minds if we hear a better
argument. That is what makes democracy –
both local and national – so exhilarating and,
sometimes, scary. Anything can happen. And,
at this stage, who knows what will happen?
Enjoy the campaign. n
Claire Fox is director of the Academy of
Ideas and an MEP

The environment has been on local
government’s radar for many years. But the
new urgency of the ‘climate emergency’
has seen the issue rise towards the top of
council agendas, with many authorities
signing up to achieving net zero carbon
status, while the Government has published
the Environment Bill.
There is much to welcome in the Bill,
including the proposed new requirements
for producers seeking to reduce waste
from their products and to reuse items,
redistribute surplus food, and discourage
single-use plastic items.
However, there is an emphasis around
setting targets and adopting plans. There is
a risk all that gets talked about is collecting
household waste.
We need to look at how we engage with
Government to shape the detailed actions
that come from the Bill, ensuring it helps
us to achieve our aspirations and that they
are supported with the powers and the
resources to make it happen. We can’t
assume everyone has got the message about
climate change either.
Solace, with its broad network of
experienced leaders, is poised to help
with all of this. I am pleased to be writing
this piece as Solace’s first-ever policy
spokesperson for environment and climate
change.
Our inaugural meeting for this new work
was held last month. It brought together a
wide spectrum of leaders from different
authorities. The conversations we had
paved the way for Solace’s future role in
this area.
There is real potential for local
government leaders to be given direction
and peer support for their climate activities
by using the Solace network to share
the ideas that drive the environmental,
organisational and behavioural changes
needed within our communities to deliver
the most impact.
While the General Election campaigns
are under way, we will be using the time to
hold conversations with civil servants and
other key partners about how Solace and
the sector can maintain maximum impact
in combatting the climate emergency,
whoever forms the next Government.
In the meantime, let me know if you have
any ideas about how Solace can best make
a contribution to this vital area of policy. n
Sharon Kemp is Solace’s policy
spokesperson for environment and climate
change and chief executive of Rotherham
MBC
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